Dynamic analysis of structures using Finite elements largely needs to handle Mass, Stiffness matrices and Excitation vector. Lumping of Mass matrix is well established and its computational advantage recognized. Dynamic analysis of rotors additionally requires handling of skew symmetric Gyroscopic matrix which makes the solution difficult and solvers complicated. The present work attempts to lump Gyroscopic matrix. In real co-ordinates, the Gyroscopic matrix is skew symmetric. If Gyroscopic effect of disc is only considered, off diagonal skew symmetric terms appear at limited degrees of freedom. However, if gyroscopic effect of shaft is also considered, the off diagonal skew symmetric terms are present throughout. Use of complex co-ordinates diagonalizes the skew symmetric terms due to discs only. However, if distributed gyroscopic effect of shaft is considered, the Gyroscopic matrix becomes symmetric but nondiagonal. Since gyroscopic effect like mass appears due to inertia, the present work attempts to lump Gyroscopic matrix in complex co-ordinates.
Introduction
The linear mathematical model of an undamped structure and an undamped rotor are different as the later contains the Gyroscopic matrix [G] . As a result, the critical speed determination involves handling a Quadratic Eigen value problem. This means additional computational effort and the solution algorithm also get complicated. All these problems become more prominent as [G] is skew symmetric. If one shifts from real to complex coordinates [G] becomes symmetric and the size of the matrix reduces to one fourth. However, still the eigenvalue problem is quadratic. As such the problem still remains. Attempts should be made to avoid a Quadratic Eigen value problem. If one assumes a fixed spin to whirl ratio (ratio may be varied), the Quadratic Eigen value problem becomes a Simple Eigen value problem and [G] can be merged with the mass matrix [M] . The benefit is considerable. With analogy from structural dynamics, if the [M] and [G] matrices are lumped, the Simple Eigen value problem becomes still simpler.
Problem formulation
A finite rotor element is shown in fig 1. In real co-ordinates the element stiffness matrix [K] , element translational mass matrix [MT] , element rotational mass matrix [MR] and the element gyroscopic matrix [G] are (8x8) if one ignores the axial and torsional degrees of freedom. The matrices [K] , [MT] and [MR] being the matrices for a 3d beam element are available in any standard text in finite elements [1] and the [G] is available in [2] . The equation of motion of the rotor in real co-ordinates is represented as Here represents the spin speed and {x} represents the displacement vector in real co-ordinates. If complex co-ordinates are used, the co-ordinates are defined by (2) In complex co-ordinates the element stiffness matrix [ Here is the radius of gyration. It needs to be observed that [G] is now symmetric. Physically in complex co-ordinate, the rotor behaves as a 2d beam element in the complex plane. The equation of motion of the rotor in complex co-ordinates is represented as (3) Here {z} represents the displacement vector in complex co-ordinates. While this formulation reduces the problem size drastically, still full benefit of the formulation cannot be drawn as the Eigen value problem is Quadratic.
If the spin speed to whirl speed ratio is taken as n ( ) as proposed by [4] , the Eigen value problem becomes (4) Here represents the whirl speed and {Z} represents the eigen vector in complex co-ordinates. Equation (4) It is relevant to consider the origin of [MT] . The translational kinetic energy of an elemental mass particle of the beam element is discretised by using the shape function of the beam and integrated over the element. This produces the consistent [MT] . Though the original energy is purely translational, the mathematical process produces coefficients in the rotational and cross coupled degrees of freedom. So, during lumping, it is a common practice to put zero in the rotational degrees of freedom as in option (i) above. Such a scheme often gives accurate Eigen values provided the discretisation is not too poor.
In analogy with the above, the various proposals for lumping [MR] that are considered here arei) Calculating the mass moment of inertia of the prismatic element (square or circular cross section) about the centre of mass and lumping half of it at the rotational degrees of freedom at either node. For the translational degrees of freedom either half the mass may be used else zero. This process is not reasonable as unlike mass, moment of inertia is an axis dependant property. ii) The expression for mass moment of inertia of a prismatic element about an end is given as . So it has two contributions -the first due to a prismatic thin disc and the second due to a thin rod. Here is the radius of gyration of the prismatic thin disc. During lumping either the first effect or both may be considered. Further the coefficients in the translational degrees of freedom may be put to zero.
iii) The proposal is same as that of the above but half the mass is used in the translational degrees of freedom.
The origin of [MR] is the rotational kinetic energy of a thin elemental disc of the beam element. This energy is discretised by using the shape functions of the beam element and integrated to obtain the consistent [MR] . As before, the mathematical process produces entries at the translational and cross coupled degrees of freedom. So during the lumping process, in analogy with the lumping of [MT] , it sounds logical to use zero in the translational degrees of freedom. Further since the original energy is due to the thin disc like effect, it also appears reasonable, to use the thin disc like component only of the moment of inertia of half the beam element in the lumping scheme. If one goes by the observations stated above, the first proposal is expected to give better results.
Numerical simulation
Several combinations of approximating [MT] and [MR] has been numerically tried. As expected, only the above two proposals have yielded consistently good results. Among the two proposals, the first proposal is superior.
Three examples have been chosen for elucidating the process of lumping.
Example 1
A simply supported square shaft of side 15 mm and a length of 600 mm is considered ( fig. 2) . A circular disc of radius 141.4 mm (Radius of gyration 100 mm) and mass 1 kg is placed at 2:1 point. The shaft has been discretised by using 4 elements (2 elements on either side of the disc), 6 elements (2 elements on shorter side of the disc and 4 on the longer side of the disc), 8 elements (4 elements on either side of the disc 
Example 2
A simply supported round shaft of diameter 15 mm and a length of 600 mm is considered ( fig. 3) . The circular disc size and position is same as in Example 1. An identical activity has been performed. The results follow a similar trend. The results are tabulated in Table 2 . The Campbell diagram for the 1st and 2nd critical speeds has been plotted in figures 7 & 8. 
Example 3
A simply supported round shaft of diameter 20 mm and a length of 600 mm is considered (fig. 4) . Two circular discs same as in Example 1 has been considered. The disc are placed at the two 1/3 rd points. This is an example of a more complex rotor. The shaft has been discretised using 6 elements (2 elements for each section of the shafti.e., support to 1st disc, in between discs, 2nd disc to support) and 12 elements (4 elements for each section of the shaft). The 1st and 2nd critical speeds have been obtained using 6 elements. For the 3rd and 4th critical speeds 12 elements have been used. The results have been found to be accurate. The results are tabulated in Table 3 . The Campbell diagram for the 1st and 2nd critical speeds has been plotted in figures 9 & 10. 
Ex. 
Conclusion
The finite element based equations of a rotor has been cast using complex co-ordinates. This makes the [G] symmetric. Instead of obtaining the eigen values (critical speeds) for a fixed spin speed and then varying the spin speed, a fixed spin to whirl ratio is taken, the critical speed determined and then the ratio is varied to plot the Campbell diagram. This approach converts the quadratic eigen value problem to a simple eigen value problem. Now [G] becomes analogous to Mass matrix of structural dynamics. Next the Mass and Gyroscopic matrices are lumped so that they become diagonal and computational efficiency is further improved.
